EBPG guideline on dialysis strategies
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Guideline 1. Time and frequency

Guideline 1.1
Dialysis should be delivered at least 3 times per week and the total duration should be at least 12h per week, unless supported by significant renal function. See also Guideline 4.1. (Evidence level III)

Guideline 1.2
An increase in treatment time and/or frequency should be considered in patients with haemodynamic or cardiovascular instability. (Evidence level II)

Guideline 1.3
Dialysis treatment time and/or frequency should be increased in patients who remain hypertensive despite maximum possible fluid removal. (Evidence level III)

Guideline 1.4
An increase of treatment time and/or frequency should be considered in patients with impaired phosphate control. (Evidence level III)

Guideline 1.5
An increase of dialysis time and/or frequency should be considered in malnourished patients. (Opinion)

Rationale

Definitions of dialysis schedules
Due to high mortality and morbidity rates and, inter and intradialytic symptoms associated with
conventional intermittent HD three times a week, different modalities of HD treatment based on variations in dialysis time and frequency have been developed in the last years:

- Intermittent conventional haemodialysis (HD):
  - A HD session of 3–5 h three times a week.
  - Long intermittent HD: A HD session of more than 5.5 h three times a week.
  - Conventional haemodiafiltration (HDF):
    - A HDF session of 3–5 h three times a week.
- Extended HD > 3 times/week
- Daily (Quotidian) dialysis (at least 6 times/week)
  - Short daily HD 2–3 h/6–7 times a week.
  - Long nocturnal daily HD 6–10 h/6–7 nights a week.
  - Daily haemodiafiltration: 2–2.5 h/6 times a week.

Are there specific indications for increasing the duration of HD?

The ideal length of dialysis is still controversial [1–5]. The length of the dialysis should be individualized according to the requirements of each patient [6]. Adequate randomized controlled trials comparing increased dialysis time with conventional HD are lacking, however, some recommendations may be made:

A dialysis session of 8 h three times a week increases both the dialysis dose and time [7]. Uncontrolled study suggests that it results in better blood pressure control with a significant reduction in antihypertensive drugs, fewer intradialytic complications, improvement of nutritional status and an increased survival [1,8].

Increased treatment time reduces the ultrafiltration rate and may benefit patients with haemodynamic or cardiovascular instability [4]. The incidence of hypotension is significantly reduced in older patients when the length of the dialysis session is increased [6,9].

Increasing treatment time makes it easier to meet the body weight target in unstable haemodialysis patients with high comorbidity [7,9] and may help control blood pressure.

A randomized crossover study reported a significantly lower incidence of hypotension and post-dialysis orthostatic hypotension in 5 h than in 4 h HD sessions, especially in patients over 65 years [9], although some intradialytic symptoms such as headache, nausea, chills, back pain and pruritus were higher with 5 h HD. The main limitation of this trial is the short follow-up of only 2 weeks for each dialysis period.

A randomized study comparing long HD (6–8 h) at home with conventional HD (3.5–4.5 h) in-centre suggests that additional factors to extra-cellular volume may contribute to the superior blood control produced by long HD [10]. On the other hand, a prospective randomized study reported that an increase in the dialysis treatment time without a change in the dry body weight appeared to have a beneficial effect on the blood pressure control in dialysis patients [11]. In addition, preliminary data suggests that an increase of dialysis time per se might have an independent effect on blood pressure control [1,7,8,10–13]. In general, an increase in the length of the dialysis session makes it easier to achieve dry body weight target, improves the tolerance of the dialysis session and allows better control of blood pressure with a marked reduction in the need for antihypertensive therapy [7,12,14]. In summary, longer dialysis is associated with improved fluid volume management [1,15].

An increase in the treatment time improves solute removal [7,16]. This is particularly true for the clearance of middle molecules such as beta 2-microglobulin β2m in comparison with less time and similar Kt/V. Some studies have shown an inverse relationship between weekly treatment duration and pre-dialysis (β2m) concentration [17,18].

Treatment time should be increased in patients with poor phosphate control [7]. The effect of increasing the session length on clearance of diffusible small molecular weight solutes (e.g. urea) is minimal. In contrast, the duration of session length is very important for the clearance of small solutes (e.g. phosphorus) that are mainly located in the intracellular compartment [16,19]. Increasing the dialysis time has been reported to increase phosphate removal [19]. Increasing dialysis time and/or frequency are practical and effective options for increasing phosphate removal by HD.

Increasing dialysis time does not seem to improve endothelial function [20]. However, further long-term studies are required.

Impact on mortality. The effect of length of the dialysis sessions on patient mortality is controversial [1,3,4]. Some indirect evidence suggests that a longer dialysis improves the survival of dialysis patients [7,21,22]. Long slow HD 3 × 8 h a week has been associated with a high survival rate and a reduced cardiovascular mortality, mainly attributed to the adequate control of blood pressure [7]. Increased morbidity and mortality have been associated with shorter HD sessions [3,21–24]. Observational studies of HD session length yielded controversial results [22]. Shorter dialysis seems to be associated with an increased risk of death independent of the adequacy of the dose of dialysis delivered [7,15,21,22]. Difficulties in determining the dialysis time actually delivered, rather than prescribed, limits the value of these retrospective studies [4,22]. Analysis of the Japanese Renal Registry with more than 71 000 patients showed that increased patient survival was associated with the length of treatment sessions up to 5.5 h after accounting for Kt/V [21]. There is no evidence in three times weekly dialysis that session length can be reduced to <4 h without compromising outcome [21].

In summary, results on the effects of haemodialysis length and mortality are inconclusive. Future trials should evaluate haemodialysis length independent of dialysis dose and efficiency.
Can the effects of increased time be separated from increased dose?

Treatment time is probably an independent factor in patient outcome [4,7]. However, it is very difficult to separate the effect of treatment time and dose of dialysis [5]. One study has suggested that an increase in dialysis time, without increasing dialysis dose is associated with improved blood pressure control [10].

An additional problem is that the treatment time actually delivered may not be the same as the time prescribed. In a prospective randomized study, the reduction of the dialysis length (240 vs 150 min) maintaining a constant solute removal, did not show differences in biochemical and haematological measurements, nutritional assessment, nerve conduction studies and morbidity rate. This trial [2] was a short-term study (36 months) with a small number of patients (n=14).

The role of time as an independent determinant factor of dialysis adequacy requires further study.

Are there specific indications for increasing frequency?

Increased dialysis frequency constitutes a potential alternative to conventional HD [26–30]. However, it is very difficult to perform randomized trials with a large number of patients during a long period of time to compare three times HD a week with more frequent dialysis sessions [31]. Therefore, there is no available evidence of the potential benefits of these modalities in the treatment of stage 5 renal disease patients [5,18,29]. The majority of reports on frequent HD are based on studies with a small number of selected patients [26,32,33].

Increasing the frequency has theoretical potential advantages that have to be confirmed with adequate trials [29,30,34,35]. The question of what constitutes an adequate dialysis schedule remains unanswered [36]. However, it is interesting to stress that there are several publications reporting the potential benefits of more frequent dialysis treatments and none indicating that this modality is harmful.

An increase in frequency of dialysis results in lower interdialytic weight gains and should benefit patients with haemodynamic instability or large fluid weight gains. An increased frequency has been shown to facilitate the achievement of body weight target in unstable haemodialysis patients with high comorbidity [37,38]. Improved tolerance to dialysis (fewer muscle cramps, headaches and dizziness) and haemodynamic stability with a marked reduction in the number and severity of intra-dialysis hypotensive episodes has been reported [39–42].

High blood pressure is common and difficult to control in HD patients. Daily HD decreases both systolic and diastolic blood pressure with a reduction in the dose and number of anti-hypertensive drugs [32,37,43–50]. This effect is probably due to better fluid volume control [45,46].

The prevalence of left ventricular hypertrophy is greater in HD patients than in the general population and is considered a powerful predictor of poor outcome in maintenance HD. Daily HD has been associated with improved cardiac performance and a reduction in left ventricular hypertrophy [46,49]. This is probably related to a decrease of body fluid volume and better fluid management [44,46]. A prospective crossover study with a small number of patients showed that increased dialysis frequency allows better control of blood pressure with a reduction of left ventricular hypertrophy [49]. These effects seem to be related in part to a reduction of extracellular volume [46]. However, another prospective controlled study reported that the reduction in left ventricular hypertrophy in short daily dialysis occurred even in the absence of blood pressure control [44].

Daily HD seems to improve nutritional status [32,42,51,52]. After switching to daily HD, appetite and nutritional biochemical parameters improve, such as albumin and pre-albumin [52,53]. An increase of dry body weight and lean body mass has also been observed in the majority of patients treated with daily dialysis [32,54]. Daily protein intake [55] and energy intake increased after switching patients from conventional to daily HD [52]. This higher dietary intake was associated with an increase in serum albumin, pre-albumin and total cholesterol [56].

Dry body weight and lean body mass also increased [37,52,53]. Probably increased frequency is more effective than increased dialysis dose to improve nutritional status in HD patients [56].

Daily HD has been considered more physiological than conventional three times a week, with lower peak values of uraemic toxins [17,36,57–62]. Mean pre-dialysis BUN levels are significantly lower in daily HD as compared with conventional HD [40,63].

Improved phosphate control has been reported with nocturnal daily haemodialysis with a reduction in the administration of phosphate-binders [64]. Other studies comparing intermittent conventional and daily dialysis reported conflicting effects on phosphate control [44,65,66]. It is likely that patients on daily HD have more appetite with higher phosphate intake [30], which may counterbalance the higher phosphate removal [53]. Phosphate removal is closely related to the length of the HD session in daily HD [44], a dialysis time longer than 2 h is required to obtain a decrease in phosphorus plasma levels [30].

Daily HD has also been shown to be associated with a decrease in homocysteine levels with daily HD [45]. Non-randomized studies have reported a reduction of C-reactive protein [44] and oxidative stress with daily dialysis [67], however, these findings have not been confirmed in other trials. On the other hand, a better control of circulating AGE protein-bound molecules has been observed on short daily dialysis treatment [46,68,69]. A decrease in the concentration of glycation parameters, both in diabetic and non-diabetic patients,
was observed after shifting from conventional HD to daily HD [69].

There is no clear relationship between correction of anaemia and increases of dialysis frequency [29,37,70]. An increase in the haemoglobin concentration and a decrease in the mean erythropoietin dosage have been reported with quotidian HD [38,71]. However, it is important to note that quotidian dialysis patients received a higher dose of dialysis, even when the weekly dialysis time was unchanged [70,71]. Therefore, it is not possible to differentiate clearly the effects of the dose of dialysis from the increased dialysis frequency. A rise in the haematocrit among patients not treated with erythropoietin after increasing the HD frequency from three to six times per week has been reported [32]. On the other hand, daily dialysis has been associated with a greater quantity of blood loss [70].

An evident improved well-being of the patients is reported with daily HD [58,72–74]. A few studies have evaluated the quality of life of HD patients with different dialysis modalities. The majority of these showed a significant improvement of quality of life on daily HD [42,44]. Once treated by daily HD, patients chose to return to conventional HD three times a week only rarely [39,75]. However, many patients on conventional thrice-weekly HD declined to be included in a daily dialysis regimen regardless of the potential benefits of this dialysis modality [76].

Improvement in hospitalization rate has been reported with daily HD compared with conventional HD [38]. More data are needed to corroborate these results. The London Daily/Nocturnal Haemodialysis study [77], a non-randomized prospective trial, did not find significant differences between short daily dialysis (n = 11), long nocturnal HD (n = 12) and a control group on conventional HD (n = 22) in total number of hospital admissions, hospital days or number of emergency visits per patient-year.

There is a high patient survival rate after switching to daily HD, which has been attributed to patient selection [32]. However, daily HD showed potential benefits even when a negative selection of patients was made [38]. In a prospective study, 42 patients with high comorbidity were shifted from conventional HD to short daily HD, maintaining the same total weekly time. There was a significant improvement in the quality of life, blood pressure control and anaemia, a decreased hospitalization rate and no vascular access problems, with a cumulative survival of 35% in patients who remained in daily dialysis for more than 1 year.

Technique survival in daily HD is higher for patients who dialysed at home and lower in patients dialysed in a dialysis unit. Fewer machine alarms and nursing interventions have been reported in daily HD [42].

**Potential disadvantages**

Potential disadvantages of more frequent HD are related to organization, cost [78,79] and repeated vascular access punctures [80]. Another problem is that most patients did not accept this kind of treatment regardless of the documented benefits [76]. A daily HD programme requires an appropriate infrastructure and very important logistic changes [79]. Daily HD has an increased cost of disposable materials, treatment preparation time and patient transportation [72,74]. However, the cost analysis should include potential cost reductions, such as less consumption of medications (erythropoietin, anti-hypertensive drugs, phosphate binders, etc.) and a reduction in the hospitalization rate [74,79–82]. An important drawback for the in-centre haemodialysis patient is the time spent in more frequent trips to the dialysis unit [82].

It has been reported that the repeated vascular punctures have no deleterious effect on vascular access survival [32,77,83,84]. However, prospective studies are lacking, and vascular access loss may constitute a late complication of quotidian dialysis [83].

**Summary.** In summary, it seems that increasing the dialysis frequency improves patient outcome with a favourable effect on blood pressure control, nutrition status, hospitalization rate and quality of life, without influencing anaemia. There is no data on mortality rate. Adequate clinical trials to compare quotidian dialysis regimens with conventional thrice-weekly haemodialysis are required.

**Particular advantages of daily long nocturnal HD.** Quotidian dialysis schedules, short daily dialysis and long nocturnal HD, have been reported to be more effective than conventional HD in increasing weekly urea clearance measured by single-pool Kt/V, standard Kt/V and equilibrated Kt/V [85]. Increased clearance of middle molecular weight solutes has been also reported with long nocturnal HD. The mass of β2m removed was significantly higher with long-nocturnal HD [27]. Pre-dialysis serum β2m levels declined progressively at initiation of long-nocturnal HD and remained stable along the follow-up period [27,86]. Total homocysteine levels in patients undergoing nocturnal HD are significantly lower when compared with conventional HD [45,87].

Improved phosphate control has been reported in nocturnal daily haemodialysis with a marked reduction in the dose of phosphate binders [30,59,88], despite an increase in the dietary phosphate intake [64]. In some patients, phosphate was added to the dialysate to correct hypophosphataemia [89].

Regarding the well-being of patients, a marked decrease of intra-dialysis hypotension episodes and cardiovascular complications has been shown when patients on conventional HD were switched to nocturnal HD [90]. An excellent control of blood pressure with a marked reduction in anti-hypertensive drugs has been reported [29,91]. In observational studies, reductions in blood pressure with nocturnal HD were accompanied by regression of left ventricular hypertrophy [91] and improvement in ejection fraction [90]. It has been suggested that there are several factors involved in the blood pressure control [92]. Recent data suggest that
nocturnal HD reduces peripheral vascular resistance and increases baroreflex sensitivity via greater afferent baroreceptor responsiveness to pulsatile pressure [93].

In a prospective cohort study of 11 patients, triglyceride levels decreased significantly with an increase of high-density lipoprotein, with no changes in total cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein after conversion from conventional to nocturnal HD [94].

In patients with sleep apnoea syndrome, oxygen saturation has been reported to improve with long nocturnal daily dialysis in comparison with conventional three times a week HD [95]. Nocturnal HD decreases the frequency of apnoea, hypopnoea and duration of nocturnal hypoxaemia. The increased heart rate and impaired vagal and augmented sympathetic heart rate modulation during sleep observed in conventional HD is normalized [96,97].

**Particular limitations of daily long nocturnal HD**

Calcium and phosphate depletion has been reported in long nocturnal HD, due to a high removal [88]. In a study with a small number of patients pre-dialysis phosphate was better controlled with long nocturnal HD than by short daily or conventional HD. In long nocturnal HD patients all phosphate binders were discontinued. However, a decrease in serum calcium levels associated with an increase in PTH was observed. This required an elevated dialysate calcium concentration [88].

A systematic review of the effect of nocturnal HD has been recently published [98]. The main results of this analysis was that of 270 papers identified only 14 were considered relevant, no studies examining the impact of this dialysis modality on mortality were identified, and all reports showed an improved blood pressure control after switching to nocturnal HD. Data regarding left ventricular hypertrophy, anaemia, mineral metabolism and health-related quality of life revealed mixed results. The main conclusion of this analysis is that further randomized clinical trials are required to evaluate the potential benefit of this dialysis regimen on mortality and cardiovascular morbidity.

**Daily haemodiafiltration**

Daily haemodiafiltration (2–2.5 h with an exchange volume of 13–14 l) six times a week compared with on-line haemodiafiltration (4–5 h) three times a week results in a significant decrease of plasma levels of urea, creatinine, uric acid, β2m and homocysteine [99,100]. A reduction in the dose of phosphate binders, better blood pressure control without anti-hypertensive medications, disappearance of post-dialysis fatigue, improvement of nutritional status and a marked decrease of left ventricular mass were also reported [99].

**Can the effects of increased frequency be separated from increasing time?**

In daily HD, it is difficult to separate the effects of increased frequency from increasing time due to the high dose of dialysis delivered in most cases of daily HD. Regarding the positive effects of long nocturnal daily dialysis the effect of increased dialysis frequency cannot be separated from increased dose of dialysis.
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2. Flux and convection

Guideline 2.1
The use of synthetic high-flux membranes should be considered to delay long-term complications of haemodialysis therapy. Specific indications include;

(i) To reduce dialysis-related amyloidosis (III)
(ii) To improve control of hyperphosphataemia (II)
(iii) To reduce the increased cardiovascular risk (II)
(iv) To improve control of anaemia (III)

Guideline 2.2
In order to exploit the high permeability of high-flux membranes, on-line haemodiafiltration or haemofiltration should be considered.

The exchange volumes should be as high as possible, with consideration of safety. (Evidence level II).

Rationale

Solute removal in high-flux haemodialysis. Compared with low-flux haemodialysis (HD), with either cellulosic or synthetic membranes, high-flux HD has been shown to clear more middle molecular weight solutes. It also clears more of the smaller solutes, which are bound to plasma proteins, mainly albumin, and thus behave kinetically like middle molecules. β2-microglobulin (β2-m), a marker of the middle molecular weight uraemic toxins, belongs to the first group. Its enhanced removal in high-flux HD [1,2] results in long-term reductions in plasma levels, as demonstrated in several prospective randomized studies [3–6]. Similar findings have been reported for leptin [7], a middle molecular weight solute, involved in fat metabolism. On the other hand, intradialytic removal or long-term concentrations of smaller protein-bound solutes, retained in uraemia, such as homocysteine and AGEs, is not significantly influenced by high-flux HD [8,9]. Only the unbound fraction of such solutes is shown to be removed by high-flux membranes to a greater extent than low-flux membranes [8,9]. The total concentration in plasma is not reduced by standard high-flux dialysers, but can be reduced by using ‘super-flux’ dialysers which are permeable to albumin [10,11]. Among the favourable effects of high-flux HD, reduced circulating AGE-Apolipoprotein-B level has been described [12], as well as improved lipid profile, with significant reduction in triglyceride and increase in high-density lipoprotein (HDL) concentration and lipoprotein lipase (LPL) activity [13–15]. However, such favourable effects were absent or were not different from that shown with low-flux membranes in other randomized studies [8,16].

Solute removal in haemofiltration/haemodiafiltration. Middle molecular weight solute removal obtained with highly permeable and biocompatible membranes employed in convective and mixed diffusion/convection strategies is definitely higher than that attainable by ‘internal filtration’ in high-flux HD. Indeed, several randomized trials conducted in the last years have confirmed that haemofiltration (HF) and haemodiafiltration (HDF) achieve a significant enhancement and widening of the molecular spectrum of the removed uraemic compounds compared with both low-flux and high-flux HD. This has been demonstrated for small molecular solutes as urea, creatinine and phosphate [17–22], for middle molecular compounds as β2-m [17,19,20,22–25], cystatin C [24], leptin [20], retinol-binding protein [24] and for protein-bound solutes as p-cresol [23] and AGEs [26]. Moreover, enhanced removal by convection has been proven in controlled experimental settings for asymmetric dimethyl-arginine (ADMA) [27] complement fractions such as factor D [22,28], and fraction Ba [28], and with a contribution of absorption onto the membrane, for pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α and interleukins 1, 6, and 8 [29].

Increasing evidence, provided by long-term prospective studies, demonstrates that increased removal obtained by high rates of fluid exchange with HDF and HF results in lower levels of small- and medium-size solutes. A prospective randomized study comparing high-flux HD with HDF at a relatively low infusion volume (8–12 l/session) found similar basal β2-m levels over a period of 24 months [5], but significant differences in basal β2-m levels emerged from a long-term prospective study in which a mean filtration volume of 211 l was applied [22]. Higher removal in HDF/HF vs high-flux HD was demonstrated in prospective trials for urea [30], phosphate [18,21,30], β2-m [25,30–35], factor D [22,31], homocysteine [31] and AGEs [26].

The maximum safe filtration rate is determined by the infusion mode, the blood flow rate, hydraulic permeability and surface area of the dialyser membrane and the patient’s characteristics (haematocrit and total protein concentration, coagulability status). These factors, to a different extent, contribute to the establishment of the pressure regimen necessary for the planned filtration. Presently, a feedback control system preventing excessive trans-membrane pressure increase beyond a safe maximum value (i.e. 300 mmHg) by modulating infusion and filtration rate is the most advanced tool to avoid technical and clinical drawbacks of an excessive filtration [19]. In the absence of such equipment, the following general rules can be applied. Post dilution; the filtration rate should be limited to ~40% of plasma water flow rate, corresponding to ~25% of blood flow rate. Pre dilution; the infusion rate should not exceed the plasma water flow rate, to avoid loss of efficiency as a consequence of the excessive dilution of solute concentration. Ultrapure dialysate is mandatory for on-line production of the
infusion fluid. The infusion fluid must be sampled periodically to ensure that it is free of endotoxin and meets the standards of microbial purity described in EBPG 1.

Clinical results of increasing flux. The above middle-molecular compounds have a pathogenic role or are markers of the most frequent long-term complications and causes of death in HD patients such as dialysis-related amyloidosis, cardio-vascular disease, secondary hyperparathyroidism, inflammation and malnutrition. Reduction of the accumulation and lower long-term levels of these compounds may prevent or delay the appearance of such complications. Significant reductions in the incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome and signs of dialysis-related amyloidosis have been reported in two large retrospective studies as a result of high-flux membranes [36] and of convective and mixed dialysis strategies [37] inducing lower chronic β2-m levels. These observations have been confirmed by two prospective studies conducted in small groups of patients but with long follow-up (2 and 6 years) [4,38], in which clinical signs of dialysis-related amyloidosis were shown to arrest or ameliorate as an effect of the use of high-flux membranes alone or coupled with β2-m adsorption columns. The increased ability of high-flux membranes to remove phosphate [17–21,39] may translate into lower serum phosphate level in the long term, as shown by some prospective studies [3,18,21]. Control of hyper-phosphataemia has been associated with improved patient survival in a large cohort of patients from two special studies of the USRDS [40]. A recent randomized study comparing high-flux and low-flux polysulfone membranes at similar efficiency (Kt/V) suggested that high-flux dialysis was more effective in terms of controlling renal anaemia and reducing the need of erythropoietin therapy [41]. These beneficial effects of high-flux dialysis have been attributed to the improved clearance of middle- and high-molecular weight toxins. Similar findings have been described in other prospective [42,43] and observational studies [44,45] performed in patients on convective and mixed therapies compared with low-flux haemodialysis. However, in patients who are, adequately dialysed, and not iron- and/or vitamin-depleted, this favourable effect was not confirmed in several trials comparing low-flux HD with high flux HD [46,47], acetate-free biofiltration (AFB) [48,49] or HDF [35].

Outcome in high-flux HD and HDF/HF. In the last decade, several observational studies from large databases have reported a reduced death risk in patients undergoing haemodialysis with high-flux membranes [36,50–55]. In some studies, such an effect has been associated with the increased removal of middle-molecular uraemic toxins promoted by these membranes [53,55] independently from the effects related to their high biocompatibility. The association between death risk in dialysis patients and levels of β2-m found in the above studies, was confirmed in the HEMO Study [56], the only randomized prospective study ever performed to assess the effect of high-flux membranes on mortality in haemodialysis patients. On the other hand, overall survival was not influenced significantly by high-flux membranes in an Italian study based on the Lombardy Registry of Dialysis and Transplant [37]. The HEMO Study provided more compelling evidence in this direction: among the 1846 patients enrolled in the study, high-flux membranes did not significantly affect the primary outcome of the all-cause mortality rate or the main secondary composite outcomes, including the rates of first cardiac hospitalization or all-cause mortality [2]. Possibly, the small mean difference in β2-m clearance between the low-flux and the high-flux group of the Study (3 ± 7 vs 34 ± 11 ml/min) prevented the achievement of a clearer difference in the overall outcome between groups.

The methodology of the HEMO study has been criticized and the validity of the final results questioned [57–59]. Subgroup analysis of the HEMO study were not in line with its general conclusions, showing that the high-flux intervention was associated with reduced risks of specific cardiac-related events, such as the decreased cardiac mortality and the composite outcome of first cardiac hospitalization or death from cardiac causes [60]. Although high-flux dialysis did not reduce all-cause mortality, it might improve cardiac outcomes. In addition, the effect of high-flux dialysis on all-cause mortality was shown to vary, depending on the duration of prior dialysis. In fact, in the subgroup that had been on dialysis for more than 3.7 years, randomization to high-flux dialysis was associated with significantly lower risk of all-cause mortality compared with low-flux dialysis [60,61]. These data are in favour of the view that patients with different durations of dialysis may be affected differently by high-flux membranes and suggest that their beneficial effect in reducing cardiovascular events may take time to result in a significant reduction of fatal events in chronic patients. In agreement with these findings, a significant effect on mortality has also been described in a subset of patients on HDF with high-flux polysulfone (n = 20) and on AFB with PAN (n = 20) [62], 32 patients randomized to pre-dilution HDF (33), and in a larger cohort of 650 selected patients after a two-year extension of a study with a thirty months follow up [63].

However, in spite of the above favourable premises, the positive effect of convective and mixed treatments on patient’s survival is still unproven. This may be due to their relatively recent diffusion into routine practice and the scarce number of patients chronically treated with these strategies. Two studies, one registry study [37], and one small 2 years’ prospective trial [35], not designed to study mortality of the techniques, did not show a significant difference between HDF and low-flux HD. However, more recently, some evidence has appeared to support the favourable impact of convective therapies: results from the European DOPPS Study [64] in 2165 patients followed from 1998 to 2001 showed that
high-efficiency HDF patients, after adjustment for age, sex, fourteen comorbid conditions and time on dialysis, had a significant 35% lower mortality risk than those receiving low-flux HD (relative risk = 0.65, \( P = 0.01 \)). These observational results suggest that HDF may improve patient survival independently of its higher dialysis dose. Great caution must be used while interpreting these findings, and definite confirmation with large prospective studies is required for their important clinical and economical implications.

**Summary of evidence**

High-flux membranes employed in convective and mixed diffusion/convection therapies achieve the maximal removal of small- and middle-molecular toxic solutes and, at least in the case of \( \beta_2 \)-m, establish lower long-term concentrations (Evidence II). Prolonged use of such membranes in high efficiency dialysis techniques helps prevent some long-term complications of the uraemic status, such as dialysis-related amyloidosis and hyperphosphataemia, and reduces cardiovascular risk and death (Evidence II).

**References**


3. Dialysis dose methodology

Guideline 3.1
Delivered dialysis dose should be measured at least monthly. (Opinion)

Guideline 3.2
Dialysis dose should be measured using a validated method comparable with the reference method. The reference method is formal urea kinetic modelling using pre- and post-dialysis blood samples and taking ultrafiltration, urea generation and the post-dialysis rebound into account. (Opinion)

Guideline 3.3
Renal function may be taken into account in the dose measurement provided it is measured frequently enough to avoid overestimation as GFR falls, typically every 2 months. (Opinion)

Guideline 3.4
For three times weekly dialysis, dose should be quoted as eKt/V. For schedules other than three times weekly, dose should take frequency into account and be quoted as weekly standard Kt/V (stdKt/V), solute removal index (SRI) or equivalent renal clearance (EKR). (Opinion)

Rationale

Frequency of adequacy testing. Numerous studies have shown that low dialysis dose is associated with poor outcome [1–3]. Inadequate dialysis may be difficult to detect clinically or by routine biochemical tests. Faults in the system for delivering dialysis (which includes the fistula, dialysis machine, prescription and schedule and dialyser) may be unpredictable and result in inadequate dialysis [4]. To prevent adverse effects on the patient due to inadequate dialysis, adequacy measurements are customarily taken monthly along with routine biochemical tests [5]. Adequacy measurements may be performed at every treatment without blood sampling using online clearance methods based on dialysate-side measurements [6,7].

Method of adequacy testing, need for a reference method. Various methods have been proposed and are in use for calculating dialysis dose. Dose calculated using many of these methods have been shown to relate to outcome. All methods are based on indirect measurement of mass of urea (or a urea surrogate) removed from the patient over a dialysis session. Differences between methods relate to the extent to which ultrafiltration, urea generation, residual renal function, urea distribution volume and the post-dialysis rebound are taken into account.

As long as a dialysis facility uses a validated method for calculating dose and applies it consistently and properly, it does not matter which method is used for routine surveillance of the patient. The need for a reference method arises when an external standard is applied (such as minimum recommended dose) and when results are to be exported to a registry or used in research. In this case, the relationship between any method in use for calculating dose and the reference method must be known.

The most common method for calculating dose cited in publications is the formal variable-volume, single-pool urea kinetic model of Gotch, returning the single-pool Kt/V (spKt/V) [8]. This has become the de facto reference method for haemodialysis dose. The Gotch method requires input of pre- and post-dialysis weight, height, sex, age, dialyser type, blood flow, dialysate flow, dialysis time, pre- and post-dialysis urea or BUN. The spKt/V returned by the reference method takes urea generation, ultrafiltration and urea distribution volume into account. The spKt/V can be calculated independently from both the dialysis prescription and blood urea measurements to validate the result.

When dialysis is applied intermittently as in haemodialysis, there is always a significant disequilibrium between body water compartments. This results in a significant post-dialysis urea rebound which takes 30–40 min to complete. Unless the post-dialysis sample is taken after the rebound is complete, the Gotch method will significantly overestimate dialysis dose. This overestimation is relatively greater in shorter dialysis, about 25% in a 2 h dialysis compared with 10% in a 5 h dialysis [9]. It has been shown that the Gotch method using an immediate post-dialysis blood sample can easily be corrected for these disequilibrium effects by applying an additional term with input of dialysis session duration (td) [10]. This equilibrated Kt/V (eKt/V) taking the post-dialysis rebound into account, has been validated in the HEMO study [11]. Since td is already required by the Gotch method and since the Gotch method already requires a computer to calculate, rebound correction, returning eKt/V adds no additional cost or logistical complexity.

Trouble shooting and validation. A major advantage of Kt/V is that it can be independently calculated from dialysis session time (t), an estimation of V using body weight and an estimation of K using blood flow, dialysate flow and dialyser urea clearance coefficient. Any discrepancy between the ‘prescribed’ Kt/V calculated in this way and the ‘delivered’ Kt/V calculated using pre- and post-dialysis blood samples can yield valuable diagnostic information. For example, incorrect sampling technique may cause the ‘delivered’ Kt/V to be much higher than ‘prescribed’ Kt/V.
Access recirculation may result in the ‘delivered’ Kt/V being less than ‘prescribed’ Kt/V.

**Other methods for calculating adequacy.** Other methods used for calculating dialysis dose may be easier to use, with fewer input variables, yet return a result which is a reasonable approximation of the Gotch method. The simplest of these is the urea reduction ratio (URR) which is the fall in blood urea concentration over the dialysis session divided by the pre-dialysis urea. URR can be expressed as Kt/V by the logarithmic transformation [12]:

\[
K_t/V = \ln\left(\frac{1}{1 - URR}\right)
\]

This simple method for calculating Kt/V does not take ultrafiltration, urea generation or the post-dialysis rebound into account. For a 4 h dialysis with 2 l of ultrafiltration, these effects approximately cancel out and the result is very close to eKt/V calculated by the reference method. For dialysis sessions shorter than 4 h or with <2 l ultrafiltration, the URR method will significantly overestimate eKt/V. The URR method may be used as an approximation for practical purposes but should not substitute for monthly measurement of eKt/V by the reference method.

Online clearance methods are increasingly used to calculate dialysis dose without blood samples. The equipment is built-in to the dialysis machine and calculates dose from measurements of dialysate conductivity. Online clearance calculates a precise value for Kt. It estimates Kt/V using an estimation of V from inputs of patient weight, height, age and sex. These estimations of V are known to be an overestimate, causing Kt/V to be underestimated [13]. Kt/V calculated by online clearance is not necessarily automatically corrected for rebound, though this could easily be done by the equipment. Online clearance is not currently validated for haemodiafiltration or haemofiltration.

As long as the difference between Kt/V calculated by the online clearance and the reference method is taken into account, online clearance is an acceptable method for calculating haemodialysis on a treatment-by-treatment basis. Online clearance should not substitute for monthly measurements using the reference method.

**Dialysis frequency other than three times per week.** Three methods have been proposed to quantify dialysis dose in dialysis schedules other than three times per week, taking frequency of dialysis into account, the solute removal index (SRI) [14], standard Kt/V (stdKt/V) [15] and the equivalent renal clearance (EKR) [16].

SRI and stdKt/V are both equivalent to the ‘weekly Kt/V’ in peritoneal dialysis and are approximately equivalent to URR times the number of dialysis sessions per week. They are defined as the mass of urea removed (or generated) per week divided by the peak mass of urea in the patient in that week. For stdKt/V, the peak is defined as the mean pre-dialysis value, whereas in SRI, the peak is the highest of the pre-dialysis values.

In symmetrical dialysis schedules when the time between dialysis sessions are equal (e.g. daily or alternate day dialysis), SRI and stdKt/V are equal. Where dialyses schedules are asymmetrical, the two measures diverge. In a typical three times weekly dialysis schedule, SRI will be 0.87 times stdKt/V. In an extreme example, with 7 times per week dialysis, the stdKt/V will be the same whether all sessions are performed on the same day or performed daily. SRI will be reduced by 50%, if all dialyses are performed on the same day, influenced by the very high peak concentration after the longest interdialytic interval.

EKR expresses the dialysis dose as the continuous clearance required to achieve the same time averaged concentration. EKR is the urea generation rate divided by the time averaged concentration rate of urea. It uses the familiar units of ml/min.

All three dose measures can be calculated from the urea generation rate (G) and peak urea concentrations (TAC urea in the case of EKR) which can be computed using iterative solution of the Gotch equations with rebound correction. No additional inputs are required apart from frequency of dialysis.

SRI and stdKt/V can also be calculated from dialysate collections, using the same method as for peritoneal dialysis. In this method, a value for urea distribution volume (V) is required but there is no need for a post-dialysis sample or rebound correction.

Where dose is calculated using dialysate and plasma samples, the difference in protein concentrations in the samples will affect the measurement of urea concentration, causing dose to be overestimated unless it is taken into account [17]. V, calculated using anthropometric equations may be an overestimate, causing dialysis dose to be underestimated [13].

To assist in prescribing, stdKt/V can be converted to a ‘per dialysis’ eKt/V using the natural logarithm function (ln) as shown subsequently, where f is the frequency of dialysis.

\[
eKt/V = \ln\left(1 - \frac{stdKt/V}{f}\right)
\]

EKR differs from stdKt/V and SRI in that equivalent doses achieve the same time averaged urea concentrations (TAC) rather than peak concentrations (Table 1). This has the effect of giving more ‘weight’ to shorter, more intensive dialysis which reduces TAC more than peak concentrations. EKR is affected by asymmetry of dialysis schedule, but to a lesser extent than SRI. EKR can be corrected for body size as EKRc in ml/min/40l. EKRc is approximately five times stdKt/V in three times per week dialysis and four times stdKt/V in daily dialysis or if there is significant renal function where TAC is closer to peak concentration.
In each case, V is 40l, and dialyser clearance is 236 ml/min. For the dialytic schedules, fluid weight gain is 1 l/day.

### Table 1. Comparison of dose measures for differing dialysis schedules and renal function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Renal function (GFR, ml/min)</th>
<th>Dialysis prescription</th>
<th>Time (h)</th>
<th>Dialysis dose (per session)</th>
<th>Total clearance, renal + dialysis (per week)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency (per week)</td>
<td>eKt/V</td>
<td>spKt/V</td>
<td>stdKt/V SRI EKRc (ml/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No dialysis</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0 2.0 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4 3.4 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.2 4.2 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1 3.2 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4 3.6 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.9 5.0 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Alternate day</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4 2.8 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7 1.3 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7 1.3 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.9 5.0 5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each case, V is 40l, and dialyser clearance is 236 ml/min. For the dialytic schedules, fluid weight gain is 1 l/day.

**Taking renal function into account.** Patients may retain significant renal function for some years after starting haemodialysis [18,19]. It has been shown that the presence of residual renal function is associated with improved outcome in peritoneal dialysis and haemodialysis [20–22]. In peritoneal dialysis, current guidelines specify that, where there is significant renal function, it is measured every 2–4 months. In peritoneal dialysis, residual renal function may be quantified as the urea clearance and is expressed as ‘weekly Kt/V’ which is identical to the weekly SRI or stdKt/V. Current PD guidelines specify that ‘weekly Kt/V’ is calculated from mass of urea, in dialysate and urine. Since urea is absorbed by the renal tubules, urea clearance underestimates GFR by about 40%. Most software in current use actually calculates the renal component of ‘weekly Kt/V’ from the mean of urea and creatinine clearance, which has been shown to closely approximate GFR [23].

To be consistent with peritoneal dialysis practice and CKD guidelines, renal function may be quantified as GFR, calculated from the mass of urea and creatinine in an interdialytic urine collection and average concentrations of urea and creatinine in blood during the collection as described in the EBPG part 1 [24]. For reasons outlined in the EBPG part 1, we recommend using GFR rather than renal urea clearance when adding to the weekly dialysis dose measures EKR, stdKt/V or SRI. In this case, GFR may be added to the dialytic component of EKR to give a total (dialysis and renal) EKR. GFR in ml/min can be converted to a renal component of stdKt/V or SRI as follows:

\[
\text{stdKt/V (renal)} = \frac{\text{GFR}}{V} \times 10080
\]

Since a body surface area of 1.73 m\(^2\) equates to a urea distribution volume of \(\sim 35.5\) l, the renal component of stdKt/V or SRI is \(\sim 0.28\) times GFR in ml/min/1.73 m\(^2\). Table 1 shows how different levels of GFR can be combined with varying HD schedules to achieve the same stdKt/V.

If the patient has a reduced dialysis prescription, relying on residual renal function to make up to the recommended minimum dose, there is a risk of inadequate dialysis if the renal function were to fail unexpectedly. For this reason, unless renal function has been shown to be exceptionally stable in an individual patient, renal function should be measured at least twice monthly or whenever a change is suspected. Where renal function is questionable, there are no recent results available or the results are suspect in any way, renal function should be assumed to be zero.
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4. Minimum adequate dialysis

Guideline 4.1
In anuric patients, treated by three times per week dialysis, the prescribed target eKt/V should be at least 1.2. Higher doses, up to 1.4 should be considered in females and those patients with high comorbidity. (Evidence level III)

Guideline 4.2
For patients with renal function or those with dialysis schedules other than three times per week, weekly dialysis dose should be at least equivalent to an SRI of 2. (Evidence level IV)

Rationale

Three times per week dialysis. The evidence guiding the minimum dose of dialysis has been challenged in the last few years.

A typical dialysis in Europe delivers an eKt/V of around 1.2 three times per week [1]. Numerous older studies have shown a relationship between outcome and dialysis dose, with eKt/V less than around 1 associated with worse outcome [2–4]. The recent HEMO study [5] failed to show any difference in outcome on an intention-to-treat basis between an eKt/V of 1.05 and 1.45. The same study showed that there was a very strong relationship between achieved dialysis dose and outcome within each arm [6]. This has been taken to demonstrate a strong dose-targeting bias effect in the study. It seems that the success or failure to achieve adequacy targets is more important than the target level. Since the HEMO study is the only large randomized controlled study designed to investigate dialysis dose, there is the possibility that the association between mortality and dose seen in most other studies could be the effect of this dose-targeting bias.

Subanalysis of the HEMO study demonstrated a significantly reduced mortality in females in the high-dose group (and corresponding non-significant increased mortality of males in the high-dose group). The DOPPS study also suggested that the optimal Kt/V might be higher for females than males. It showed a reducing mortality with eKt/V increasing to 1.2 in males and 1.3 in females.

The EBPG group interprets the available evidence to date for three times weekly dialysis as demonstrating that eKt/V <1 is almost certainly harmful. On the other hand, there is no benefit to increasing eKt/V above 1.2, at least in males. In routine clinical practice, dialysis dose is likely to be less well controlled than in clinical studies. Most errors of dialysis prescription or delivery tend to reduce delivered dialysis dose to value below expected. Therefore, it seems sensible to allow a 20% safety margin and recommend a minimum eKt/V of 1.2.

More frequent dialysis than three times per week. There is limited data from studies investigating outcome as a function of dialysis dose in schedules greater than three times weekly. Most daily or 6 times weekly dialysis schedules deliver a weekly SRI of much >2.0 (equivalent to eKt/V >1.2 three times weekly). A theoretical advantage of more frequent dialysis is that it is easier to increase SRI to levels >2.5 (3 is the maximum possible for three times weekly dialysis, unless very long times are employed).

Twice weekly dialysis. There is no published evidence supporting the safety of twice weekly dialysis. Some centres in Europe treat patients with residual renal function by twice weekly dialysis as part of an incremental or early start programme [7]. The maximum SRI practically achievable with twice weekly dialysis without renal function is <2. Therefore, the recommended minimum SRI of 2 would only be possible with demonstrated significant residual renal function.

Higher doses of dialysis. There is no evidence supporting the safety of dialysis dose exceeding 1.5 in three times weekly dialysis <15h per week. The HEMO study failed to show any benefit from increasing dose above eKt/V of 1.05 [5].

Observational studies show a relatively high mortality associated with eKt/V >1.5 [8]. This is thought to be related to body mass and high comorbidity in patients treated with high dose but a directly harmful effect of high dialysis dose cannot be excluded [9]. It is quite hard to achieve an eKt/V >1.5 with standard three times weekly schedules unless long session durations (>5 h) are employed.

The EBPG group interpret this evidence as indicating that there is no benefit to eKt/V>1.5 in standard three times weekly dialysis and there is the possibility that high dose may be harmful in this setting. On the other hand, more frequent or longer dialysis allows higher eKt/V to be delivered relatively easily. There are theoretical advantages to high eKt/V in combination with long or more frequent dialysis which deserve further study.
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